Caution: This building has been inspected and found to be damaged as described below:

Inspector Comments:
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

Governing authority strongly recommends use of the building be restricted as indicated below:

☐ Do not enter the following areas: ____________________________

☐ Brief entry allowed for access to contents: _____________________

☐ Other restrictions: ________________________________________

Usability Categories:
☐ Y1: Short-term entry
☐ Y2: Repairs required for safe entry to damaged parts

Building Name and Address:
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

☐ Inspected Exterior Only
☐ Inspected Exterior and Interior

Date: _________________________________

Time: _________________________________

(Caution: Aftershocks since inspection may increase damage and risk; reinspection may be required.)

This building was inspected under emergency conditions for:
_____________________________________

(Local Authority)

Inspector ID/Agency: __________________

Do Not Remove, Alter, or Cover this Placard until Authorized by Local Authority or the NDMA